Epidemic intelligence involves the systematic detection of disease outbreaks from formal and informal sources.^[@R1]^ Although formal sources (such as hospital records) can provide incidence counts, informal sources (such as social media) can be used to detect these outbreaks before they are apparent in the formal sources.^[@R1]^ The popularity of social media makes it a valuable source of information for epidemic intelligence^[@R2],[@R3]^

In this article, we demonstrate that early detection using social media posts published on Twitter (i.e., tweets) is feasible for an acute disease event. Specifically, we focus on thunderstorm asthma, a form of asthma that is triggered by an allergen or irritant dispersed by a storm.^[@R4],[@R5]^ An outbreak of thunderstorm asthma occurred in Melbourne, Australia, in 2016. This event occurred within minutes to hours of a storm. This is a more rapid timescale than infectious disease outbreaks, which occur after the disease incubation period of days to weeks. Therefore, the challenge in the case of an acute disease event is to detect it with as much lead time as possible, so as to assist appropriate reports/responses published by the concerned health agencies. Because we rely on publicly available social media posts alone, the early notification in the case of acute disease events may also be useful for stakeholders outside health agencies, where the access to health department data or the integration of health department data with social media data may not be possible.

The goal of this article is to describe the automated identification of reports of asthma in tweets and use the tweets to detect the outbreak. To that end, we present a four-step architecture that combines natural language processing with statistical monitoring. The architecture takes as input a large stream of tweets, employs natural language processing techniques to curate the stream, and then applies a monitoring algorithm to predict the disease outbreak.

OUR CASE STUDY
==============

Thunderstorm asthma is a form of asthma caused due to an increase in the level of pollen and a certain kind of thunderstorm. Thunderstorm asthma may impact individuals with no history of asthma. Asthma is associated with symptoms such as breathlessness, wheezing, and a continuing cough.^[@R6]^ On 21 November 2016, a thunderstorm asthma outbreak occurred in Melbourne, Australia.^[@R7]^ As per the Chief Health Officer's report^[@R8]^ published in April 2017, there was a 73% increase in the number of phone calls to emergency services and a 10-fold increase in the number of presentations in hospitals for respiratory cases. The report mentions that "by 6 [p.m]{.smallcaps}. ... the shock of this unprecedented surge in patients with asthma symptoms and respiratory distress" was felt.

Challenges
----------

For acute disease events, outbreak detection algorithms based on counts are insufficient. This is because the counts are computed at the end of a predetermined time period (such as a day or an hour), which is only when the outbreak can be predicted. The time period determines the level of granularity of the algorithm (e.g., end-of-the-day or end-of-the-hour, respectively). As an alternative, time between events can be used.^[@R9]^ Time between events is the time elapsed between the occurrences of two consecutive events. Instead of counting the number of events per time period, the algorithm relies on the change in the time between events as an indicator of an outbreak. The shorter the time between events, the more likely an outbreak.

As a starting point, we apply the time between events--based algorithm to a stream of tweets that contain inflected forms of the word "breath," posted in Melbourne between 2014 and 2016. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for the monitoring algorithm^[@R9]^ for these tweets. The *y* axis represents the adapted exponentially weighted moving average of time between events over time on the *x* axis. The algorithm states that when the value of adapted moving average is lower than one, an alert is triggered. The horizontal line indicates the threshold of one. The points below the line indicate an alert. The figure shows long tails below the line, indicating that the alerts are far too frequent. We refer to this situation as "alert swamping," that is, too many positive alerts. This is likely to result in a high false-positive rate because outbreaks are not as frequent. Because an outbreak detection algorithm would require actions from the emergency services, the goal would be to keep the alerts to as few as possible, without missing out the real outbreaks. This means that a direct application of time between events--based monitoring to a large dataset of tweets filtered merely on the basis of keywords may not work, because the volume of tweets may be high without all of them being related to the disease event.

![An example of alert swamping: tweets containing inflected forms of "Breath."](ede-31-090-g001){#F1}

Thus, the two key challenges of using social media text for an acute disease event are the time-criticality of the detection (due to the nature of the event), and alert swamping (due to the nature of the data).

METHODS
=======

The four-step architecture of our system is shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The four steps were as follows: initial selection, personal health mention classification, duplicate removal, and time between events--based monitoring. The first three steps dealt with alert swamping, while the last step related to the time-criticality of the detection of the outbreak. The first three steps of the architecture altered the notion of an event which then becomes an input to the monitoring algorithm. Instead of a tweet as an event, we defined an event as "a uniquely worded tweet that reports a health incident, posted by a unique user on any given day." Because a person may report an incident multiple times through multiple tweets, it was reasonable to restrict to the first personal health mention per user, per day. In addition, we assumed that the likelihood of more than one incident per day is rare. The word "personal health mention" implies that a person reports the health incident (which is not restricted to merely mentioning a symptom word in the tweet). Automatic prediction of whether or not a tweet is a personal health mention is handled in step 2. In addition, the restriction on uniqueness is handled in step 3. The following subsections describe the details of each of the steps. This work used only publicly available tweets as provided by Twitter endpoints at the time of conducting the experiments. Ethics clearance was provided by the Ethics Review Committee with the identifier 080/15 titled "Exploring salient themes in public discourse through a social media lens."
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Step 1: Initial Selection
-------------------------

The input to this step was a set of filtering parameters applied to a database of tweets. The output of this step was a dataset of tweets where each tweet contains the text, timestamp, and the username of the author on Twitter. We used the Emergency System Awareness (ESA) Historical database^[@R10]^ as the source of tweets. This database contained tweets that were downloaded according to a predetermined set of keywords and geolocation boundaries to capture content posted in Australia. These data were collected using the Twitter Streaming and REST Application Programming Interfaces.^[@R11]^ The Streaming Application Programming Interface limits the number of tweets returned in response to queries. If there are more than a rate limit, only a sample was returned. The Representational State Transfer (Representational State Transfer (REST)) API only allowed a fixed number of calls to be made per time interval. Due to these restrictions, the ESA database contained a subset of all tweets that are posted. However, due to ESA's combined usage of the Streaming and REST APIs and the focus on the Australian region, the tweets were a reasonable sample of the volume of tweets.

In this first step, we performed an initial selection based on the following filtering parameters:

1.  Time period: We selected tweets that were posted from 2014 to 2016;

2.  Location: We selected tweets that contain Melbourne either in the tweet location or the user location; and

3.  Keyword: We created three sets of tweets: (a) tweets that contain the word "breath" and its inflected forms, (b) tweets that contain the word "cough" and its inflected forms, and (c) tweets that contain names of two closely linked illnesses, i.e., thunderstorm asthma and hay fever. While (a) and (b) correspond to symptoms, (c) indicated the name of the illness. The three sets represented three kinds of information to the system: (a) in the case of the thunderstorm asthma outbreak, many reported breathing difficulties. Therefore, "breath" represented breathing difficulties, a well-known symptom of the outbreak; (b) coughing is a related symptom; (c) alerts may be triggered based on when the actual names of the illness appear in the social media posts. We drew observations from the three datasets separately so as to understand what kind of keywords are useful for the task.

The three datasets created in (a), (b), and (c) are referred to as "BreathMelbourne," "CoughMelbourne," and "OtherMelbourne," respectively. The statistics of the dataset are shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Dataset Statistics
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Step 2: Personal Health Mention Classification
----------------------------------------------

Tweets containing words indicating diseases or symptoms may not necessarily be reports of the disease or symptom (e.g., the sentence "we use our lungs to breathe" contains the word "breathe" but is not the report of a breathing difficulty). Therefore, the next step in the architecture was personal health mention classification.^[@R12]^ The goal was to predict whether or not a tweet indicates a personal health mention. A personal health mention is defined as a person's report of a disease or symptom affecting themselves or others.

The input to this step was the dataset of tweets from the previous step. Each tweet contained the text, the author's Twitter username, and the timestamp. The output of this step was the tweets which have been predicted as personal health mentions. The information corresponding to these personal health mentions was retained, namely, the text, the username, and the timestamp. We experimented with two alternatives for personal health mention classification:

1.  Heuristic-based classification: This was a rule-based approach where we selected tweets containing symptom words along with words that express inability/difficulty, like "difficult, unable, cannot." We referred to this classifier as "Heur."

2.  Statistical classification: This was a statistical approach where each tweet is represented as a fixed-length tweet vector based on word embeddings, and used in a statistical classifier. The tweet vector for a tweet was obtained as shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. We used a model that learns fixed-length vectors (known as "word embeddings") to represent words, as trained on a large corpus. These distributional representations (or "embeddings") were real-valued vectors that represent the meaning of a word, as learned from large textual corpora. The tweet vector was an average of word vectors of content words present in the tweet. We obtained the word vectors from a publicly available, pretrained model by GloVe.^[@R13]^ The GloVe algorithm takes word co-occurrence statistics as input and computes vectors for words. When trained on a large corpus, the GloVe embeddings capture meanings of words.^[@R13]^ This meant that vectors of words with similar meaning can be expected to have high cosine similarity. In the case of GloVe, 200-dimension vectors are learned from a corpus with 27 billion unique words. We compared these classifiers with feature vector representations based on n-grams in the eAppendix; <http://links.lww.com/EDE/B609>.

![Tweet vector creation for personal health mention classification.](ede-31-090-g004){#F3}

Using tweet vectors as feature representations, we trained two classifiers. The first was based on support vector machines, specifically the LIBSVM implementation,^[@R14]^ while the other was based on SVM Perf.^[@R15]^ Also, for both LIBSVM and SVM Perf, we used nonuniform misclassification costs. The cost for positive class was set to 5 in the case of LIBSVM and 30 in the case of SVM Perf. We refer to them as Stat-SVM and Stat-SVMPerf. These classifiers were trained a priori on a dataset of tweets,^[@R12]^ where each tweet is represented as a tweet vector. The distinction between LIBSVM and SVM Perf, a comparison of tweet vectors with typical n-gram--based vectors, and the details of the misclassification costs are included in the eAppendix; <http://links.lww.com/EDE/B609>, section 1. The code corresponding to this step is written in Python 3.7.4 due to its ease of use with large, text-based datasets.

Step 3: Duplication Removal
---------------------------

Epidemic intelligence using hospital records considers a hospital presentation or a hospital admission as an event. We observe that social media poses peculiar challenges when tweets are used. While a person presenting themselves to a hospital got counted as one event, a person reporting their health condition in multiple tweets or replying to the comments on their tweet(s) results in multiple events. Similarly, the person could also retweet related tweets. As a result, a tweet by itself could be regarded as an event.

The third step involved removal of potentially duplicate tweets. The input was the set of tweets that have been predicted as health reports. The output was a subset of these tweets with duplicates removed. We did so as follows:

-   For every user, we retained only the first tweet of the day. In this case, "tweet" indicated a tweet that has been predicted as true by the personal health mention classification step. Other posts by the same user on that day were removed. This helped to remove potentially duplicate reports of the disease by the same user.

-   Retweets and tweets with duplicate text were removed. If a tweet contained hyperlinks, the hyperlinks were ignored when checking for duplicate tweets. This was because a lot of shortened hyperlinks may have different text (e.g., bit.ly links and a longer hyperlink could point to the same web page). This helped to avoid potential duplicate reports of the disease by different users.

It must be noted that the duplication removal step was applied after personal health classification step. Therefore, it was not the first tweet per day by a user that we retained. It was the first tweet predicted to be a health report, per day, per user. We felt that all datasets would experience some selection biases and we attempt to only count a person's symptom once during an outbreak event in attempt to not over-represent the same individual during the event. The duplication removal code was written in Python for its ease of use with textual datasets.

Step 4: Time Between Events--based Monitoring Algorithm
-------------------------------------------------------

We adapted the monitoring algorithm.^[@R9]^ The algorithm computes an adapted expected weighted moving average of time-between-event values. The adapted expected weighted moving average is defined for heterogeneous usual time series trends, such that the metric provides a ballpark measure for flagging outbreaks.

The pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The algorithm is summarized as follows. The timestamps of all events were converted to integers using the Julian value of the earliest timestamp as the starting point. For example, if the first tweet in the dataset was posted on 10 July 2016 at 10:00 [a.m.]{.smallcaps}, the earliest timestamp is for Julian(10 July 2016) + (10/24). We accounted for daily, monthly, and yearly seasonality. The time-between-events values were computed as the difference between timestamps of consecutive events. We then fitted a Weibull distribution for the time-between-events values. After that, for every event, we computed the adapted exponentially weighted moving average as a function of time between events, false-discovery rate, and the scale and shape parameters obtained from the Weibull distribution.

![Monitoring algorithm (Step 4).](ede-31-090-g005){#F4}

The false-discovery rate refers to the flagging of an outbreak when no outbreak has occurred, thus triggering a false alarm. We experimented with two values of the false-discovery rate: 1 in 1,000 and 1 in 2,000 events. Step 13 in the algorithm was different from the original article: the algorithm signaled an alert when at least *P* consecutive tweets have an adapted moving average lower than 1. The significance of using these consecutive alerts was described in the eAppendix; <http://links.lww.com/EDE/B609>. In the case of 1 in 1,000, the algorithm looked for four alerts in a sequence. On the other hand, in the case of 1 in 2,000, the algorithm looked for two alerts in a sequence. We used R to implement the algorithm, and the GAMLSS model^[@R16]^ to fit the Weibull distribution.

RESULTS
=======

In this section, we evaluate a system that uses our four-step architecture. We first show alert graphs for three classifier--dataset--false discovery rate configurations, and then present a comprehensive summary of all configurations.

Alert Graphs
------------

We first discuss how frequent the alerts generated by the architecture are. To do so, we use the alert graphs for the "Stat-SVMPerf" classifier. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A shows the alert graph for the "BreathMelbourne" dataset for the false-discovery rate of 1 in 1,000. The horizontal line indicates the threshold for the number of consecutive alerts. The points above the threshold indicate alerts because of the constraint in step 13 of the algorithm. Similarly, Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B shows the alert graph for the "CoughMelbourne" dataset. Finally, Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C shows the alert graph for the "OtherMelbourne" dataset. The three figures show that the alerts before 2016 are far few in number. This highlights that the four-step architecture also does not generate frequent alerts.

![Alert graphs using Stat-SVMPerf for the three datasets: (A) BreathMelbourne, (B) CoughMelbourne, and (C) OtherMelbourne.](ede-31-090-g006){#F5}

Relevant Alerts
---------------

We now discuss the accuracy of the architecture with respect to the relevant alerts for the acute disease event. Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows the timestamps for relevant alerts generated for all the classifier--dataset--false-discovery rate combinations described in our architecture. We consider an alert as relevant if it occurred within 5 days of our event of interest. "Within" implies before or after the alert, with "before" getting priority because we would want the algorithm to detect the outbreak as early as possible. Entries in bold are on or before 21 November 2016.

###### 

Relevant Alerts Generated Using Different Dataset and Classifier Combinations; Alerts Within 5 Days of the Actual Acute Disease Event Mentioned
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Three cells in the table contain timestamps before the time mentioned in the time in the official report (6 [p.m.]{.smallcaps}). This means that our system was able to detect the event before the official report in these three cases: namely, BreathMelbourne-StatSVMPerf-1 in 1000, BreathMelbourne StatSVMPerf-1 in 2,000, and BreathMelbourne-StatSVM-1 in 2,000. Similarly, in a total of five cases, our system was able to detect the event before the first news report.

In the case of the Heur classifier, both the symptom datasets are unable to detect an alert. This shows that naïve rules (based on merely presence of words) may not adequately capture personal health mentions, and, as a result, impact the performance of epidemic intelligence. This makes a case for more sophisticated natural language processing techniques. Similarly, the support vector machine---specifically LIBSVM---is a popular classifier for epidemic intelligence.^[@R12]^ However, we observe that SVMPerf obtains more relevant alerts than LIBSVM alone. In the case of LIBSVM, only one (out of six) configuration results in a relevant alert, while in the case of SVM Perf, five (out of six) configurations return relevant alerts.

Similarly, in the case of "Other," all relevant alerts are after the official time. The dataset based on "Breath" also returns relevant alerts in more cases than the dataset based on "Cough." This is a useful pointer to what symptom words are useful when social media--based streams are used for detecting such acute disease events. We also point the reader to eAppendix; <http://links.lww.com/EDE/B609>, part 2 for a related discussion on classifiers that use n-grams as features. It highlights the value of the specific feature representation based on word embeddings. The comparison between "breath," "cough," and "other" also holds in the case of n-gram--based classification.

DISCUSSION
==========

The goal of this study was to use natural language processing (specifically, the task of statistical text classification) and time series monitoring for the early detection of the thunderstorm asthma outbreak in Melbourne in 2016.

The main findings of our article are two-fold. First, there has been past study that uses social media posts to detect epidemic outbreaks, as described in the Discussion. However, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that does so for an acute disease event, and, specifically, for this incident of thunderstorm asthma. The thunderstorm asthma event in Melbourne was an acute event that transpired over a period of 30 hours, with sudden, rapid onset triggered by an allergen or irritant dispersed by a storm. While individual doctors or hospitals may have seen individual patients, an overall population picture of a severe event only became apparent to authorities as the evening progressed and ambulance services and emergency departments became stressed. We report a 9-hour advantage. In such a rapid onset event, the advantage is potentially valuable to health authorities, as it could assist with surge capacity preparation and also with putting out public alerts to warn asthmatics to remain indoors.

Second, we identify a peculiar problem of "alert swamping" that occurs when tweets are selected only because they contain a keyword. We adapt the notion of an event in a monitoring algorithm to mitigate alert swamping, by using natural language processing techniques to automate the selection of health reporting tweets instead of tweets that contain a symptom keyword. In general, our alternative notion of an event when using tweet-based datasets will be useful for future study that uses social media for health monitoring.

Because our study combines recent study in statistical text classification with a time series monitoring algorithm for an acute disease event, we describe past study in three parts: (a) past study in statistical text classification for similar tasks and using similar classification techniques; (b) past study that is similar because it also focuses on a disease event; and, (c) past study that uses similar monitoring algorithms to detect these disease events.

Statistical Text Classification
-------------------------------

Several approaches that use text classification techniques for the detection of relevant health tweets have been reported in the past.^[@R12],[@R17]--[@R19]^ These approaches use a combination of features in statistical classifiers. In contrast, our classification technique uses a sentence vector as a feature representation for a statistical classifier. Support vector machines trained on word embedding-based vectors have been found to be useful for sentiment detection,^[@R20]^ clinical information extraction,^[@R21]^ or vaccine usage detection.^[@R22]^ To our knowledge, this has not been applied thus far for personal health mention classification.

Disease Events in Focus
-----------------------

Our study focuses on the thunderstorm asthma outbreak in Melbourne. Similarly, there has been past study that focuses on certain disease events. Counts of search queries to predict counts of influenza-like infections have been used.^[@R18]^ Similarly, clusters of entities extracted from large datasets have been used to predict influenza and Lyme outbreaks.^[@R3]^ Frequency counts of social media posts have also been used to predict outbreaks for influenza.^[@R23]^ Research focused on other disease events such as the Ebola outbreak in London^[@R24]^ and a Zika virus outbreak^[@R25]^ has also been reported. In terms of the specific thunderstorm asthma outbreak that we focus on, a sentiment analysis service has been applied to detect sentiment in tweets in Melbourne on 21 November, and report a rise in negative sentiments.^[@R26]^ However, they do not perform monitoring or prediction of the event. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study that deals with the use of social media data for the thunderstorm asthma event.

Monitoring Algorithms
---------------------

The novelty of our study is in social media--based monitoring of disease outbreaks in general. A time series monitoring algorithm to keywords used in search engines can be applied to predict outbreaks.^[@R27]^ Similarly, a monitoring algorithm has been applied on counts of keywords present in search queries or social media posts to monitor the Zika epidemic, for 1- to 3-week-ahead predictions.^[@R28]^ Google search counts in a similar algorithm can be used to monitor influenza epidemics.^[@R29]^ In each of these cases, textual entities (tweets or search queries) that are not health reports may still be counted. We aim to avoid this with the personal health mention classification step in our architecture. The work close to ours^[@R9]^ uses the presence of keywords in social media posts. However, they do not incorporate duplicate removal and personal health mention classification, which our architecture does.

Therefore, in terms of how we combine text classification with monitoring algorithms, our study has three strengths:

1.  a\. While search queries reflect the popularity of certain symptoms or illnesses, they may describe fear and not necessarily infection. Also, in most cases, search queries or their counts are not available. In contrast, social media datasets are publicly available. This accessibility makes social media text a useful source.

2.  b\. We select tweets as accurately as possible to ensure that they report a health condition (i.e., a personal health mention) and do not just mention a keyword. Therefore, we use statistical classifiers trained on word embeddings. Similarly, the duplication removal step ensures that the tweets are as selective as possible. This helps to avoid a high rate of false alarms.

3.  c\. Most of the past study for other disease events deals with a lead time of a few days. Our four-step architecture can achieve a lead time of 9 hours. This is critical for acute disease events.

Conclusions and Future Study
----------------------------

This article shows that social media text can be a viable alternative to detect an acute disease event. We focused on the thunderstorm asthma outbreak in Melbourne in 2016. Thunderstorm asthma is known to be an acute disease event.^[@R30]^ To detect the outbreak using tweets, we used a monitoring algorithm based on time-between-events to detect the outbreak from a dataset of tweets. Given the volume of the tweets, the algorithm may suffer from far too many alerts, a problem we called alert swamping. To mitigate alert swamping, we presented a four-step architecture. We first selected tweets using a set of keywords, location, and date range. We then performed health mention classification using three classifiers, followed by duplicate removal. The remaining tweets were used as input to the monitoring algorithm. Using the first three steps resulted in few alerts. For configurations comprising of different dataset, classifier, and discovery rate combinations, we observed that, in three cases, our system was able to detect the outbreak before the official time. In five cases, our system was able to detect the outbreak before the news report. Our investigation leads to two key takeaways. The first points to rule-based classification being insufficient and the need of classifiers such as SVM Perf for epidemic intelligence using social media. The second takeaway is our alternative notion of an event ("a tweet mentioning a health concern by a unique user" as opposed to a "tweet") to avoid alert swamping. This notion would be useful for time between events--based monitoring algorithms that use social media data.

Official health surveillance and reporting at a population level is delayed, as it requires validation. However, timeliness can be critical in the case of acute disease events. We show that harnessing open-source data such as social media can be automated to alert health authorities to a potential event before official notification. The other application of our methods is that they could be used to detect early signals for other health events such as epidemics, which have a longer lead time, defined by the incubation period of the relevant infection. Toward this, we are currently exploring outbreaks that were unverified for a long time. Our architecture may also be used to identify possible outbreaks for other acute disease events over several years.
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